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Abstract
Aiming at the obscure questions in requirements analysis of the Software Engineering course, 
we propose a method using model checking technology to validate the user-established model 
in the early stage for better understanding the technology of software requirements analysis. 
Model Checking is mainly used to verify whether the model is consistent with the users' needs, 
i.e., whether the model given by requirements analysis meets the users’ needs. In this article, we 
present an example-based scheduler to illustrate the Model Checking. With PRISM tool, it has 
shown us, clearly and intuitively, that the established model meets the user's needs, through which 
the understanding and knowledge of the requirements analysis has been enhanced. At the end, the 
potential significance of applying Model Checking in other courses is also discussed.
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1. Introduction
Software is the driving engine of modern society 

[1]. today software is ubiquitous and plays an im-
portant role everywhere. Software engineering is a 
course to guide the development and maintenance of 
computer software [2], so it is obvious that students 
majoring in computer science must expertly mas-
ter software engineering knowledge, which will play 
a positive role for future software development. 

In software engineering course, a software life 
cycle mode is generally divided into four phases: 

requirements analysis, system design, system im-
plementation, and operation and maintenance [2]. 
Among of them, the requirements analysis phase is 
the basis of the whole of system development [3]. 
the correctness and intelligibility of system require-
ments analysis are closely related to the developing 
speed and quality of the entire software system [4]. 
Because of limited teaching hours, shortage of devel-
opment opportunities and experiences and few rela-
tionships between software engineering course and 
other courses, students cannot understand adequate 
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the contents of requirements analysis[5] [6]. to solve 
this problem, different scholars put forward different 
solutions in recent years: [7] describes a framework 
for applying the constructivist learning theory in the 
field of object-oriented software engineering. In[8], 
the authors proposed a cross-course design for teach-
ing software engineering, and [9] indicates visual-
ization-based projects teaching is popular with stu-
dents. however, it is rare to enhance knowledge and 
understanding of software requirements analysis by 
utilizing Model Checking method. In this paper, we 
propose a new approach, based on Model Checking, 
to facilitate students more specifically to understand 
the contents of requirements analysis. 

the rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion 2 introduces formal method and Model Check-
ing. Section 3 describes how to constructing model. 
Section 4 discusses properties and validation. Section 
5 illustrates an example of communication scheduler. 
Finally, in Section 6 we provide conclusions and fu-
ture work directions. 

2. Formal method and Model Checking
In traditional software development non-formal 

and semi-formal natural languages are used to de-
scribe users’ requirements and protocols between 

developers and users, frequently. non-formal and 
semi-formal natural languages are intuitive and 
easy to communication, but their semantic are am-
biguous, prone to ambiguity and uncertainty. to this 
end, we need a formal method to describe the re-
quirement problems, which is a well-defined math-
ematical method. Mathematical language is precise, 
consistency and fits logical reasoning, so people de-
scribe the requirement problems using formal meth-
ods to ensure the accuracy of requirements analysis. 
At the same time, every step of the reasoning process 
using mathematical rules can be proved, so the cor-
rectness verification of requirement description also 
can be guaranteed [10].

Model Checking as one of formal methods is 
mainly used to verify whether the model is consist-
ent with the users' needs, i.e., whether the model giv-
en by requirements analysis meets the users’ needs. 
the essence of the Model Checking is to explore all 
states of the system model in an exhaustive search 
manner for detecting whether the given system mod-
el and the users’ needs (i.e., specific properties) are 
consistent, where the search process must be done in 
limited time and limited memory space.

Figure 1.  Model Checking

As shown in Figure 1, the developers firstly con-
struct the system model M and system properties (i.e., 
specific properties) P according to the requirements 
analysis, then we search execution paths in the state 
space exhaustively. If we find a path started at an in-
itial state, it shows the specific properties P are satis-
fied by the model M; otherwise, a counter-example 
is found. By analyzing the counter-example, the fail-
ure state can be located and it can guide us to further 
modify and optimize the model M [11].

3. Constructing model
the primary task of requirements analysis is to 

answer "what the system must do?" [2], so we should 
first exactly understand users’ needs. Next, we need 
construct the model of users’ needs by abstraction 
techniques, which can help us to understand and mas-
ter the requirements of users. In the following, we in-
troduce the resource transition system (RTS) to con-
struct the system model [11] [12].

Definition 1 Resource Transition System (RTS): 
A resource transition system RtS is a tuple (S, Act, 
R, VAR,  , s0, g0) where

S is a set of states,
Act is a set of actions,
R is a set of resources,
VAR: R  Act R is a function of resources R,

 S  Con(R)  Act  S is a transition rela-
tion, and it describes the requirements for resources,

s0 S is a set of initial states, and
g0 is a set of initial conditions.
Resource transition system (RTS) extends Transi-

tion System (TS) upon resources. Typically, the set of 
S, R and Act are finite in RTS. It ensures that the state 
space is finite, thus Model Checking can be complet-
ed within limited time. 

Resource transition system may be seen as an un-
derlying digraph: states are represented by nodes, and 
transitions are represented by directed edges between 
nodes. In this way, Model Checking of resource 
transition system evolves into a new one which can 
search the special path by walking along edges of the 
digraph one after another and edges corresponding to 
the transitions of RTS. If we could find a path, it il-
lustrates that specific properties P can be satisfied by 
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the model M.

4. Describing properties and validation
In order to verify whether the model has complet-

ed "what system must be done", we need to describe 
the users’ requirements (i.e., the function that must be 
done by system) without any ambiguity [13]. Proper-
ties can do it well, which are generally described as 
computation tree logic formula. Computation tree 
logic (CTL) is a branching time logic, originally 
be put forward by Clarke and Emerson in the ear-
ly 1980s.Its model of time is a tree-like structure in 
which different paths present various future. Any one 
of paths might be the actual path that is realized [11].

Definition 2 Computation Tree Logic (CTL) for-
mula: Ctl formulas are constructed through using 
the following forms for limited times:

Proposition constants {true, false} and atomic 
proposition variable p are Ctl formulas, 

If , φ are CTL formulas individually, ,  
,  and are all Ctl formulas, and

If , φ are CTL formulas individually, AX , EX 
, AF , EF , Ag , Eg , A[  u  ] and E[  u
] are also Ctl formulas.
Computation tree logic formulas describe that 

each of the Ctl temporal connectives is a pair of 
symbols: the first of the pair may be A (i.e., along all 
paths) or E (i.e., at least there exists one path); and the 
second one of the pair may be X (i.e., next state), F 
(i.e., some future states), G (i.e., all future states) or U 
(i.e., until), respectively. For example, EF (q), GF (q) 
and A [  u ] are all legal Ctl formulas. 

Ctl formulas are generally interpreted over the 
states and paths of a tS or RtS. the following for-
mulas are explained: EF(q) means there is surely a 
reachable state which satisfies q in the future; GF(q) 
represents formula q can be satisfied infinitely often; 
and Ag(p E[p u q] represents from all reachable 
states satisfying p it always satisfies formula p until 
reaching a state satisfying q. But, EFG (q) and EF [p 
u q] are not Ctl formulas [14] [15].

PRISM is a Model Checking tool developed by 
the M. Kwiatkowska. It uses a variant of Bdds or 
MtBdd storage model to enable the compact rep-
resentation of transition matrices, and supports both 
qualitative and quantitative properties Model Check-
ing, such as ltl, Ctl, PtC, and so on [16]. By 
PRISM model checker, we can answer whether users’ 
requirements have been satisfied and confirm whether 
the system model is correct. this process could fur-
ther raise our confidence.

to verify the system model, people usually focus 
on four typical properties: reachability is that "some-
thing will happen in the future"; safety is that "bad 

things will never happen" [17]; liveness is that "good 
things will eventually happen"; and fairness is that 
"something will occur infinitely often". 

5. Experiments
In order to enhance students' understanding of 

the requirements analysis, the following example in 
detail describes how Model Checking applies to re-
quirements analysis of software engineering. Assume 
that there are two sets of network terminals, which 
are all connected to external network through one 
channel, but only one terminal is permitted to trans-
mit messages at one time. Please design a scheduler 
to ensure that the two terminals can continuously ac-
cess to external resources through the channel.

According to the example described, we divide 
each terminal process into three states: free section, 
trying section and critical section. Free section means 
network terminal process is in free-running. trying 
section means the terminal is trying to transmit mes-
sages and critical section represents network termi-
nal process is transmitting messages along the chan-
nel. Because only one network terminal process is 
allowed in the critical section at one time, we have 
to determine whether the other one is in the critical 
section (i.e., the process is transmitting messages). IF 
a terminal process is transmitting messages in crit-
ical section, the trying network terminal process is 
not permitted to enter but only continuously to wait. 
the established model based on the resource transi-
tion system is shown in Figure 2. left side illustrates 
terminal process x, which x=0, x=1 and x=2 repre-
sent terminal process is in free section, trying section 
and critical section respectively. the meaning of right 
side is the same as left side.

Because reactive system is always running and 
the running results are nondeterministic, which is in-
fluenced by surrounding environment, students have 
some difficulties to understand it. In the following, 
we validate the model obtained by requirement an-
alyzing and explicitly give its correctness for better 
understanding. the execution environment is a com-
mon machine with Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4702MQ 
CPu 2.20ghz 2.19ghz and 4gb of RAM. the op-
erating system is windows 8, 64bit and PRISM is 4.2 
Beta1. We construct the program model based on the 
resource transition system shown in Figure 2, which 
is illustrated by table 1 more in details [18][19][20].  
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Figure 2.  RtS model

Id States Meaning

1 x=0 x in free section

2 x=1 x in trying section

3 x=2 x in critical section

4 y=0 y in free section

5 y=1 y in trying section

6 y=2 y in critical section

Table 1. States of figure 2

the corresponding procedures are as follows:

// Process scheduler 
mdp
module M1
    x : [0..2] init 0;              // Initialization
    [] x=0 -> (x'=1);
    [] x=1 & y!=2-> (x'=2);     // Enter into the critical 
section
    [] x=2 -> (x'=0);                //Return to the free section
endmodule

module M2
    y : [0..2] init 0;
    [] y=0 -> (y'=1);
    [] y=1 & x!=2-> (y'=2);
    [] y=2 ->(y'=0);
Endmodule

Below the three specific properties will be verified 
[21]: (1) Pmax=? [F x=2], which returns the probabil-
ity that process x eventually send messages success-
fully in the critical state x=2; (2) Pmax=? [F y=2], 
which returns the probability that process y eventu-
ally send messages successfully in the critical state 
y=2; (3) Pmax=? [F x=2 & y=2], which calculates 
the probability that two processes send messages 
successfully at one time. the simulation results are 
shown in Figure 3. We find the probability of proper-
ties (1) and (2) are all 1 or 100%, which ensure every 
terminal can successfully send messages, i.e., reach-
ability. The probability of properties (3) is 0, which 
indicates two terminals cannot send messages con-
currently, i.e., safety.

Figure 3.  Simulation results 

In order to verify the property, which the two ter-
minals processes can continuously send messages via 
one channel respectively, we simulate the execution 
of the prior 50 steps by PRISM. the result is illustrat-
ed in the Figure 4. the processes x and y can all enter 
into the state of the critical section, i.e., the commu-
nication channel can be obtained by every one for 
sending messages. It indicates that every process will 
occur infinitely often, i.e., fairness.

Figure 4.  Simulation of first 50 steps

6. Conclusions
the contents of requirements analysis in Soft-

ware Engineering is hard for students to comprehend 
due to the obscure concepts and limited experiences. 
PRISM tool intuitively shows us whether the model 
meets users’ needs, which enhances more accurate 
understanding and mastery to requirements analysis. 
Model Checking technology is mainly used to verify 
the reliability in earlier of the software life cycle, and 
we plan to apply it to embedded systems design and 
hardware design teaching for content understood.
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